
A powerful, advanced incident recording
system designed to save users time and
improve accuracy of data.

It is well known that incident recording is essential
for FRSs.  IRS Plus provides you with the ability to
customise your questions to the incident data you
want to collect and record it in a way that suits
you.  Information that is pertinent to your FRS or
information you require for specific initiatives can
be added or captured.

Want to book a web demo, 
or just find out more?
Email us: IRSPlus@3tcsoftware.com
Call us: +44 (0) 1455 826 400
Scan:

At a glance...
IRS Plus

Saving you time 
and money:

Simplicity guaranteed
easy to use means less training

Complete transparency
price based on number of incidents

Total control
own your own data to make your own reports 

Absolute flexibility
complete sections in the order you choose

Improving the accuracy of
your data:

End to end data
integration into your existing systems

Built around the user experience -
fast, easy data entry 

Geo-verification and mapping integration
our software does this so you don’t have to

Customise the questions to suit you
putting you in the driving seat 

Own your
own data

Accurate reporting
guaranteed

100%
user friendly

Regular remote
upgrades

Customisable to
your needs

Mission Critical Software
Delivering software solutions which, through our customers, make a positive difference to people’s lives.



IRS Plus and your systems:
Facilitating better information awareness across organisations is becoming more and

more important, and insuring accuracy of transferred data is critical.  Here’s how our

IRS Plus system interfaces with your systems to provide fast, accurate data:

Our IRS Plus
customers The decision to use 

IRS Plus was based on the
ability to store all our data 
in-house which would allow us to
continue to underpin our IRMP
planning process 
with robust incident data.

“ “
Send incident
data directly
to IRS Plus to
save time and
improve
accuracy by
pre-populating
certain fields

Interface to your
existing CAD system
to ensure fast and
accurate data
transfers. Bespoke
interface
development
available if required.

IRS Plus integrates with your existing
web based mapping system or
other applications providing added
value to your infrastructure for
incident geo-locating.

Web based clients
can access the system
from their work
stations

Designed to ensure an incident
address is accurate and improve
the quality of data entry

Greater Manchester FRS

3tc Software
The Coach House, Desford Hall

Leicester Lane, Desford, Leicestershire LE9 9JJ
@3tcSoftware

Want to know more or would like a demo?
Tel: +44 (0) 1455 826 400
Email: IRSPlus@3tcsoftware.com


